Donald Trump, Clean Government Reformer?
Candidate Trump Used Campaign Rhetoric Promising to “Drain the
Swamp” of Special Interest Influence. Will President Trump Keep
His Good Government Campaign Promises?
By Rick Claypool, research director for Public Citizen president’s office
Nov. 15, 2016 – During President-Elect Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign, the media
personality-turned-politician called out opponents real and perceived as “dishonest
and corrupt,”1 “hypocrites”2 and “liars.”3 Because Trump campaigned on contrasting
his supposed trustworthiness with political opponents Republican and Democrat
alike,4 the consistency between the politician’s words and deeds bear special
scrutiny, in particular with regards to campaign promises about ethics reforms and
anticorruption policies.
This report documents statements made by the president-elect during campaign
speeches, in the primary and presidential debates, on Twitter and elsewhere that
political observers should bear in mind when weighing whether President Trump is
meeting the expectations that candidate Trump raised during the campaign to
persuade voters his administration would reduce special interest influence.

Kenneth T. Walsh, “Trump: Media Is 'Dishonest and Corrupt',” U.S. News & World Report (Aug. 15,
2016),
http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2016-08-15/trump-media-is-dishonest-and-corrupt
2 “So many self-righteous hypocrites. Watch their poll numbers - and elections - go down!” Tweet via
@realDonald Trump (10:12 AM - 9 Oct 2016)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/785120729364922369
3 “The reason lyin' Ted Cruz has lost so much of the evangelical vote is that they are very smart and
just don't tolerate liars-a big problem!” Tweet via @realDonald Trump (8:28 AM - 17 Mar 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/710442630207901696
4 Mostly notably “Lyin’ Ted” Cruz and “Crooked Hillary” Clinton. See Mark Leibovich, “Donald Trump
Shares His Opponent-Branding Secrets,” The New York Times (May 9, 2016),
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/09/magazine/donald-trump-shares-his-opponent-brandingsecrets.html
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The statements can be divided into three categories: “Drain the Swamp”
(government ethics, lobbying and campaign finance reform); “Rigged” for Wall
Street (the corrupting influence of Big Banks) and “Hypocrites” (attacks against
opponents for siding with Wall Street and corporate special interests).

SECTION ONE
“Drain the Swamp”: Candidate Trump Statements on Government
Ethics, Lobbying and Campaign Finance Reform
Candidate Trump pledged to “drain the swamp” in Washington, D.C., by instituting
reforms he claims will rein in special interest influence on the U.S. political system.
Below is a sampling of the candidate’s ethics, lobbying and campaign finance reform
promises.
From @realDonaldTrump on Twitter:
“I will Make Our Government Honest Again -- believe me. But first, I'm going
to have to #DrainTheSwamp in DC.”5
“I am going to expand the definition of LOBBYIST - so we close all the
LOOPHOLES! #DrainTheSwamp”6
October 17, 2016: Donald J. Trump Details Ethics Reform Plan for Washington D.C.7
“It is time to drain the swamp in Washington, D.C.”
[…]
“When Bill Clinton came into office, he signed an executive order saying if
you work for the White House or a federal agency, you can’t lobby the
government for 5 years after you leave. But then, President Clinton did what
the Clintons always do – he rigged the system on his way out. Clinton lifted
the executive order so the Clintons and their cronies like John Podesta could
start raking in cash.

Tweet via @realDonald Trump (11:33 AM - 18 Oct 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/788402585816276992
6 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (5:26 PM - 19 Oct 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/788853838191075328
7 Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Donald J. Trump Details Ethics Reform Plan for Washington
D.C. (Oct. 17, 2016)
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/trump-details-ethics-reform-plan
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“So, here is what I am announcing tonight.
“First: I am going to re-institute a 5-year ban on all executive branch officials
lobbying the government for 5 years after they leave government service. I
am going to ask Congress to pass this ban into law so that it cannot be lifted
by executive order.
“Second: I am going to ask Congress to institute its own 5-year ban on
lobbying by former members of Congress and their staffs.
“Third: I am going to expand the definition of lobbyist so we close all the
loopholes that former government officials use by labeling themselves
consultants and advisors when we all know they are lobbyists.
“Fourth: I am going to issue a lifetime ban against senior executive branch
officials lobbying on behalf of a foreign government.
“And Fifth: I am going to ask Congress to pass a campaign finance reform that
prevents registered foreign lobbyists from raising money in American
elections.
“Not only will we end our government corruption, but we will end the
economic stagnation.
“There is another major announcement I am going to make today as part of
our pledge to drain the swamp in Washington. If I am elected President, I will
push for a Constitutional Amendment to impose term limits on all members
of Congress.
“Decades of failure in Washington, and decades of special interest dealing,
must come to an end. We have to break the cycle of corruption, and we have
to give new voices a chance to go into government service. The time for
Congressional term limits has arrived.”
August 18, 2016: Donand J. Trump Remarks in Charlotte, North Carolina: Building a
New American Future8
“On political corruption, we are going to restore honor to our government.
In my Administration, I am going to enforce all laws concerning the
protection of classified information. No one will be above the law.

Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Donald J. Trump Remarks in Charlotte, NC: Building A New
American Future (Aug. 18, 2016), https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/donald-j.-trumpremarks-in-charlotte-nc
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“I am going to forbid senior officials from trading favors for cash by
preventing them from collecting lavish speaking fees through their spouses
when they serve.
“I am going to ask my senior officials to sign an agreement not to accept
speaking fees from corporations with a registered lobbyist for five years after
leaving office, or from any entity tied to a foreign government.”
August 16, 2016: Donald J. Trump Remarks on Creating a New and Better Future for
America’s Inner Cities9
“On government corruption, I am going to restore honor to our government.
We’ve seen the corruption of Hillary Clinton, the mass email deletions, the
pay-for-play at the State Department, the profiteering, the favors given to
foreign corporations and governments at your expense. We’ve seen a former
Secretary of State lie to Congress about her illegal email scheme, risk
innocent American lives, and bring dishonor onto our government.
“In my Administration, I am going to enforce all laws concerning the
protection of classified information. No one will be above the law.
“I am going to forbid senior officials from trading favors for cash by
preventing them from collecting lavish speaking fees through their spouses
when they serve.
“I am going to ask my senior officials to sign an agreement not to accept
speaking fees from corporations with a registered lobbyist for five years after
leaving office, or from any entity tied to a foreign government. This is all just
the beginning.”
March 10, 2016: Twelfth Republican Debate in Miami10
“I will say this — [the] people [who] control special interests, lobbyists,
donors, they make large contributions to politicians and they have total
control over those politicians. I don’t want anybody to control me but the
people right out there. And I’m going to do the right thing.”
[…]
Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Donald J. Trump Remarks on Creating a New and Better
Future for America’s Inner Cities (Aug. 16, 2016), https://www.donaldjtrump.com/pressreleases/donald-j.-trump-remarks-in-milwaukee-wisconsin
10 Read the Full Transcript of the Twelfth Republican Debate in Miami, Time (March 10, 2016),
http://time.com/4255181/republican-debate-transcript-twelfth-cnn-miami/
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“I mean, PACs — you know, these super PACs are a disaster, by the way,
folks. Very corrupt. It’s going to lead to lots of disasters. But Ted has super
PACs and you have to look at the people that are giving to those super PACs,
number one. It’s very important to do that.
“There is total control of the candidates, I know it better than anybody that
probably ever lived. And I will tell you this, I know the system far better than
anybody else and I know the system is broken. And I’m the one, because I
know it so well because I was on both sides of it, I was on the other side all
my life and I’ve always made large contributions.
“And frankly, I know the system better than anybody else and I’m the only
one up here that’s going to be able to fix that system because that system is
wrong.”
October 28, 2015: CNBC Republican Debate in Boulder11
“SuperPacs are a disaster. They’re a scam. They cause dishonesty. And you
better get rid of them because they are causing a lot of bad decisions to be
made by some very good people. And I’m not blaming these folks — well, I
guess I could.
(LAUGHTER)
“Very good people are making very bad decisions right now. And if anything
comes out of this whole thing with some of these nasty and ridiculous
questions, I will tell you, you better get rid of the SuperPacs because they
causing a big problem with this country, not only in dishonesty and what’s
going on, but also in a lot of bad decisions that have been made for the
benefit of lobbyists and special interests.”

SECTION 2
“Rigged” for Wall Street: Candidate Trump’s Statements About the
Corrupting Influence of Big Banks
Candidate Trump presented himself as an underdog by claiming political opponents’
alleged allegiance with Wall Street represented an unacceptable conflict of interest.
Branding himself an outsider, Trump insisted that his supposed dissociation from
Transcript: Read the Full Text of the CNBC Republican Debate in Boulder, Time (Oct. 28, 2015),
http://time.com/4091301/republican-debate-transcript-cnbc-boulder/
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Wall Street contributions made him uniquely qualified to restore fairness to the
political system.
Below is a sampling of the candidate’s promises to restore fairness and combat Wall
Street influence.
September 28, 2016: “Follow the Money” remarks delivered in Waukesha, Wisconsin12
“Our campaign is about breaking-up the special interest monopoly in
Washington, D.C. We’re trying to disrupt the collusion between the wealthy
donors, the large corporations, and the media executives.
“They’re all part of the same rigged political establishment. They go to the
same restaurants, they attend the same conferences, they have the same
friends and connections. And they are all in for a big day of reckoning on
November 8th.”
August 27, 2016: Donald Trump's full remarks in Des Moines, Iowa13
“This chance will never come again.
“The Big Banks and Wall Street donors who want nothing to change are
throwing millions and millions at my opponent. These are the same people
who paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $150 million for speeches.
“Hillary Clinton’s campaign is all about protecting the powerful.
“Our campaign is about protecting those who have no power.
“Together, we are going to give working people a voice for the first time in a
very, very long time.”
[...]
“At the center of our change agenda is also a plan to fix our rigged economy.
The government just revised the growth numbers for last quarter down
again – it’s now only 1.1 percent. That’s not just bad, it’s catastrophic. We’re
going to Make America Grow Again.”

Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Follow the Money (Sept. 28, 2016),
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/follow-the-money1
13 Transcript: Donald Trump's full remarks in Des Moines, Iowa, Politico (Aug. 27, 2016),
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/08/full-text-trump-227472
12
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[...]
“We are going to send the special interests packing, and we are going to once
again have a government of, by, and for the people.”
[...]
“On every issue, our campaign is about making life better for working people.
But we can’t accomplish that goal unless we break-up the special interest
monopoly and give power back to the citizens.”
[...]
“All of the ugly things being said by Hillary Clinton in recent days – funded by
big banks and Wall Street donors – are nothing more than a desperate
attempt by failed leaders to cling to power in order to keep rigging the
system.
“There is nothing they won’t say or do, no lie they won’t tell – and no amount
of money they won’t spend – to try to bully voters into giving them what they
want.”
[...]
“Our government will be honest, ethical and responsive.
“Rule by special interests will be over. The rule of the American people will
begin.
August 16, 2016: Donald J. Trump Remarks on Creating a New and Better Future for
America’s Inner Cities14
“I’m not part of the corrupt system. In fact, the corrupt system is trying to
stop me. I’ve been paying my own way. The voters in the Republican Party
this year defied the donors, the consultants, the power brokers, and choose a
nominee from outside our failed and corrupt and broken system.
“The other party – the Democratic Party – nominated the personification of
special interest corruption. The Democratic Party rigged the nomination to
give it to Hillary Clinton, thus giving the soul of their party this year to the
special interests.”
Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Donald J. Trump Remarks on Creating a New and Better
Future for America’s Inner Cities (Aug. 16, 2016), https://www.donaldjtrump.com/pressreleases/donald-j.-trump-remarks-in-milwaukee-wisconsin
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“It is time for rule by the people, not rule by special interests.
“Every insider, getting rich off of our broken system, is throwing money at
Hillary Clinton. The hedge fund managers, the Wall Street investors, the
professional political class.
“It’s the powerful protecting the powerful.
“Insiders fighting for insiders.
“I am fighting for you.
“When we talk about the insider, who are we talking about? It’s the
comfortable politicians looking out for their own interests. It’s the lobbyists
who know how to insert that perfect loophole into every bill. It’s the financial
industry that knows how to regulate their competition out of existence. The
insiders also include the media executives, anchors and journalists in
Washington, Los Angeles, and New York City, who are part of the same failed
status quo and want nothing to change.
“Every day you pick up a newspaper, or turn on the nightly news, and you
hear about some self-interest banker or some discredited Washington
insider says they oppose our campaign. Or some encrusted old politician says
they oppose our campaign. Or some big time lobbyist says they oppose our
campaign.
“I wear their opposition as a badge of honor. Because it means I am fighting
for REAL change, not just partisan change. I am fighting – all of us across the
country are fighting – for peaceful regime change in our own country. The
media-donor-political complex that’s bled this country dry has to be replaced
with a new government of, by and for the people.
“The leadership class in Washington D.C., of which Hillary Clinton has been a
member for thirty years, has abandoned the people of this country.
“I am going to give the people their voice back.”
August 8, 2016: Economic policy speech to Detroit Economic Club15

Transcript of Donald Trump’s economic policy speech to Detroit Economic Club, The Hill (Aug. 8,
2016), http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/campaign/290777-transcript-of-donald-trumpseconomic-policy-speech-to-detroit
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“The rich will pay their fair share, but no one will pay so much that it
destroys jobs, or undermines our ability to compete. As part of this reform,
we will eliminate the Carried Interest Deduction and other special interest
loopholes that have been so good for Wall Street investors, and people like
me, but unfair to American workers.”
[...]
“We can’t fix a rigged system by relying on the people who rigged it in the
first place. We can’t solve our problems by relying on the politicians who
created them. Only by changing to new leadership, and new solutions, will we
get new results. We need to stop believing in politicians, and start believing
in America. Before everything great that has ever happened, the doubters
have always said it couldn’t be done.”
June 28, 2016: Donald Trump's jobs plan speech16
“This wave of globalization has wiped out our middle class.
“It doesn't have to be this way. We can turn it all around - and we can turn it
around fast.
“But if we're going to deliver real change, we're going to have to reject the
campaign of fear and intimidation being pushed by powerful corporations,
media elites, and political dynasties.
“The people who rigged the system for their benefit will do anything - and
say anything - to keep things exactly as they are.
“The people who rigged the system are supporting Hillary Clinton because
they know as long as she is in charge nothing will ever change.
“The inner cities will remain poor.
“The factories will remain closed.
“The borders will remain open.
“The special interests will remain firmly in control.

Full transcript: Donald Trump's jobs plan speech, Politico (June 28, 2016),
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/06/full-transcript-trump-job-plan-speech-224891
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“Hillary Clinton and her friends in global finance want to scare America into
thinking small - and they want to scare the American people out of voting for
a better future.
“My campaign has the opposite message.”
[...]
“I want you to imagine how much better our future can be if we declare
independence from the elites who've led us to one financial and foreign
policy disaster after another.”
[...]
“The TPP creates a new international commission that makes decisions the
American people can't veto.
“These commissions are great Hillary Clinton’s Wall Street funders who can
spend vast amounts of money to influence the outcomes.”
June 22, 2016: Donald J. Trump on the Stakes of the Election17
“Everywhere I look, I see the possibilities of what our country could be. But
we can’t solve any of these problems by relying on the politicians who
created them.
“We will never be able to fix a rigged system by counting on the same people
who rigged it in the first place.
“The insiders wrote the rules of the game to keep themselves in power and in
the money.
“That’s why we’re asking Bernie Sanders’ voters to join our movement: so
together we can fix the system for ALL Americans. Importantly, this includes
fixing all of our many disastrous trade deals.
“Because it’s not just the political system that’s rigged. It’s the whole
economy.
“It’s rigged by big donors who want to keep down wages.

Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Donald J. Trump on the Stakes of the Election (June 22,
2016), https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/donald-j.-trump-on-the-stakes-of-theelection
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“It’s rigged by big businesses who want to leave our country, fire our
workers, and sell their products back into the U.S. with absolutely no
consequences for them.
“It’s rigged by bureaucrats who are trapping kids in failing schools.
“It’s rigged against you, the American people.
“This election will decide whether we are ruled by the people, or by the
politicians.
“Here is my promise to the American voter:
“If I am elected President, I will end the special interest monopoly in
Washington, D.C.”
January 9, 2016: Iowa Campaign Speech18
"I know Wall Street. I know the people on Wall Street. We're going to have
the greatest negotiators of the world, but at the same time I'm not going to let
Wall Street get away with murder. Wall Street has caused tremendous
problems for us. We're going to tax Wall Street."
[…]
“I don't care about the Wall Street guy [...] I’m not taking any of their money.”
September 13, 2015: Interview on Face the Nation19
“But I know companies very well. And the CEO puts in all his friends. And so
you will take a company like, I could say Macy's or many other companies,
where they put in their friends as head of the company, and they get
whatever they want, because the friends love sitting on the board.
“So that's a system that we have. And it's a shame and it's disgraceful. And,
sometimes, the boards rule. But I would say it's probably less than 10
percent. And you see these guys making these enormous amounts of money.
It's a total and complete joke.”
John McCormick, “ ’Tax Wall Street,' Trump Pledges After Worst Market Week Since 2011,”
Bloomberg News (Jan. 9, 2016), http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2016-01-09/-taxwall-street-trump-pledges-after-stock-market-selloff
19 Face the Nation Transcripts September 13: Trump, Carson & a Battleground Tracker Poll, CBS
News (Sept. 13, 2015), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/face-the-nation-transcripts-september-13tr ump-carson-a-battleground-tracker-poll/
18
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[…]
“We have an amazing tax plan. We're going to reducing taxes for the middle
class, but for the hedge fund guys, they're going to be paying up.”

SECTION 3
“Hypocrites”: Candidate Trump’s Attacks on Opponents for Siding
with Wall Street and Corporate Special Interests
While Candidate Trump branded himself as a uniquely honest political underdog
and an outsider who would prioritize the people’s interest over corporate special
interests, he labeled his opponents as dishonest and hopelessly corrupt servants of
big business.
Below is a sampling of the candidate’s attacks against opponents for their
dishonesty and corruption.
September 28, 2016: “Follow the Money” remarks delivered in Waukesha, Wisconsin20
“Everything you need to know about Hillary Clinton can be understood with
this simple phrase: Follow The Money.
“The large corporations who support terrible trade deals that offshore jobs –
they are donating to Hillary Clinton.
“Follow The Money.
“The Wall Street investors who have rigged the regulations against the
middle class – they are donating to Hillary Clinton.
“Follow The Money.
“The wealthy donors who want to shut down American energy – they are
donating to Hillary Clinton.
“Follow The Money.
“The special interests who want open borders, for cheap labor, are donating
to Hillary Clinton.
Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Follow the Money (Sept. 28, 2016),
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/follow-the-money1
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“Follow The Money.
“She and her financial backers will say anything, do anything, lie about
anything to keep their grip on power – to keep their control over this
country.
“In her campaign for President, Hillary Clinton has received $100 million
dollars in contributions from Wall Street and the hedge funds.
“She received $4.1 million in speaking fees from financial firms.
“She and Bill received a total of $150 million in speaking fees from special
interests since Bill left office. It’s all part of the rigged system being run at
your expense.
“The same groups paying Bill and Hillary for their speeches were lobbying
the federal government.
“Twenty-two groups paying Bill Clinton for speeches lobbied the State
Department while Hillary was Secretary of State.
“And don’t forget the Clinton contributors were appointed to advisory boards
by Secretary Clinton – or all the favors and access granted to those who
provided funds.
“She even gave up 20% of America’s uranium supply to Russia.
“She put the office of Secretary of State up for sale – and if she ever got the
chance, she’d put the Oval Office up for sale too.
“Hillary Clinton is a vessel for the special interests trying to strip this country
of its wealth, its jobs, and its status as a sovereign nation. She is a globalist
who has made a career taking jobs from our country and giving them to other
countries.
“I am not running to be President of the World. I am running to be President
of the United States of America.
“From now on, it’s going to be America First.
“These special interests control Hillary Clinton. She is their chosen
representative.

13

“You can disregard everything she says and just remember this phrase:
Follow The Money. She’s there for only one reason, to protect her donors and
collect their money.
[...]
“The people getting rich off the rigged system are the people throwing their
money at Hillary Clinton.
“Follow the Money.”
June 22, 2016: Donald J. Trump on the Stakes of the Election21
“The other candidate in this race has spent her entire life making money for
special interests – and taking money from special interests.
“Hillary Clinton has perfected the politics of personal profit and theft.
“She ran the State Department like her own personal hedge fund – doing
favors for oppressive regimes, and many others, in exchange for cash.
“Then, when she left, she made $21.6 million giving speeches to Wall Street
banks and other special interests – in less than 2 years – secret speeches that
she does not want to reveal to the public.
“Together, she and Bill made $153 million giving speeches to lobbyists, CEOs,
and foreign governments in the years since 2001.
“They totally own her, and that will never change.
“The choice in this election is a choice between taking our government back
from the special interests, or surrendering our last scrap of independence to
their total and complete control.
“Those are the stakes.”
June 16, 2016: Donald J. Trump Statement On AFL-CIO Endorsement of Hillary
Clinton22
Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Donald J. Trump on the Stakes of the Election (June 22,
2016), https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/donald-j.-trump-on-the-stakes-of-theelection
22 Donald Trump Campaign Press Release: Donald J. Trump Statement on AFL-CIO Endorsement of
Hillary Clinton (June 16, 2016), https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/donald-j.-trumpstatement-on-afl-cio-endorsement-of-hillary-clinton
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“Sadly with this endorsement of Hillary Clinton - who is totally owned by
Wall Street - the leadership of the AFL-CIO has made clear that it no longer
represents American workers. Instead they have become part of the rigged
system in Washington, D.C. that benefits only the insiders.
[…]
“Hillary Clinton is the enemy of working people and is the best friend Wall
Street ever had. I will fight harder for American workers than anyone ever
has, and I will fight for their right to elect leaders who will do the same. I will
be a president for ALL Americans.”
Tweets from @realDonaldTrump Attacking Secretary Hillary Clinton:
Crooked Hillary Clinton is bought and paid for by Wall Street, lobbyists and
special interests. She will sell our country down the tubes!23
#CrookedHillary is nothing
#BigLeagueTruth #Debate 24

more

than

a

Wall

Street

PUPPET!

Hillary will never reform Wall Street. She is owned by Wall Street!25
Remember that I am self-funding my campaign. Hillary, Jeb and the rest are
spending special interest and lobbyist money.100% CONTROLLED26
Tweets from @realDonaldTrump Attacking Senator Ted Cruz:
Is Cruz honest? He is in bed w/ Wall St. & is funded by Goldman Sachs/Citi,
low interest loans. No legal disclosure & never sold off assets.27
Ted Cruz purposely, and illegally, did not list on his personal disclosure form
personally guaranteed loans from banks. They own him!28
Tweet via @realDonald Trump (9:23 AM - 16 Jul 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/754305404302139392
24 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (9:56 PM - 19 Oct 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/788921683629400064
25 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (11:52 PM - 28 Jul 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/758872873234681860
26 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (5:46 PM - 5 Sep 2015),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/640279939061841920
27 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (9:08 PM - 22 Jan 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/690717760205275136
28 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (8:31 AM - 16 Jan 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/688352797251792896
23
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Oh no, just reported that Ted Cruz didn't report another loan, this one from
Citi. Wow, no wonder banks do so well in the U.S. Senate.29
Cruz says I supported TARP, which gave $25 million to Goldman Sachs, the
bank which loaned him the money he didn't disclose. Puppet!30
Is Cruz honest? He is in bed w/ Wall St. & is funded by Goldman Sachs/Citi,
low interest loans. No legal disclosure & never sold off assets.31
Was there another loan that Ted Cruz FORGOT to file. Goldman Sachs owns
him, he will do anything they demand. Not much of a reformer!32
Greatly dishonest of @TedCruz to file a financial disclosure form & not list his
lending banks- then pretend he is going to clean up Wall St33

Tweet via @realDonald Trump (7:17 AM - 16 Jan 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/688334268804804608
30 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (8:34 PM - 22 Jan 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/690709138884661248
31 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (9:08 PM - 22 Jan 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/690717760205275136
32 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (6:52 AM - 16 Jan 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/688328034651361280
33 Tweet via @realDonald Trump (1:26 PM - 16 Jan 2016),
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/688427218901532672
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